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And no one really understands what “research” does.
TYPICAL CHALLENGE

► Research IT and analysis:
  ► boutique, varied, variety of tools to enhance productivity
  ► artisan, reproducible, unique
  ► code and scripting manipulates outside data used to answer questions about the world around us

► Operational IT and analysis:
  ► standardization, simplification, minimize support costs
  ► repeatable, auditable, industrial strength
  ► dashboards provide access to operational data used to answer questions about the business
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Great for computationally intensive or data intensive work for people who understand those activities.
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- Center for the Advancement of Data and Research in Economics launched in 2015
- Mission: to support, enhance, and advance computationally or data intensive research in economics
- Still providing high performance computing capabilities and large data warehousing but adding curation services for the research community.
- Question: can curation be done (understood?) in areas that aren’t research?
- Everyone thinks they know what curation is but there are different activities that affect areas differently. Let’s explore!
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Operational areas have traditionally been drowning in data. They had no need to go get more.... until now.
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► Myth: “Need to know” limitations provide more security.
► Research vs. enterprise: governance and standards are less applicable for research data than for operational data.
► Technology choices: Open source is still considered suspicious for production and it’s the lifeline of research technology.
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► Explain the differences
  ► (Over) Information campaign: relentless explanations about how research works.
  ► Defining property rights: Working with Legal to define “ownership” for research outputs.

► Explore the similarities
  ► Introduction of statistics and data science techniques has helped other areas to understand how to answer questions that haven’t been asked in the past.
  ► Teaching to fish: inviting others across the enterprise to try “little r” research.
  ► Piloting data archiving platforms with use cases for research data AND operational data and output.
  ► Highlighting the data librarian role: just because they sit in the “Research Library” box on the org chart doesn’t mean they can’t help operational areas.
Questions?
Thanks for listening!
San Cannon
sandra.cannon@kc.frb.org
+1 816 881 2596